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[57] ABSTRACT 

Chance operating . permutation and combination 
switch apparatus of general use and as applied to a 
miniature, coin-controlled racing game. Motor-driven 
rotary probability and search switches are set in mo 
tion at the beginning of each operating cycle. A multi 
ple-choice selection switch when operated stops the 
probability switch in some chance position to set up a 
partially-completed search circuit to some particular 
group of search contacts, while the search switch con 
tinues operation until it finds the partially completed 
circuit and stops, thus connecting an appertaining set 
of search contacts with some particular program com 
bination of pulsing switches, which, in the illustrative 
horse-racing game application, determine the rate of 
advance of the “several racing objects or horses. 

7 Claims, 5 Drawing Figures 
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RACE GAME AND CHANCE PROGRAMMING 
APPARATUS THEREFOR 

The invention relates to improvements in race pro 
gramming apparatus for coin-released amusement 
machines and the like, which may take the form of a 
coin-released miniature racing game in which a set of 
racing objects, for example six simulated horses, are 
programmed by a novel probability and control circuit 
means to “run” in variously changing orders differently 
programmed for each race cycle (constituting the 
“running of a race”) with provision of pre-selection cir 
cuit means permitting the patron to actuate any one of 
six selection switches corresponding to the horse he ex 
pects to win. The apparatus includes an optional award 
circuit for registering a score, or delivering an award or 
prize in the case of selection of a horse that wins, places 
or shows. 

In such an apparatus, the horses or other racing ob 
jects may each be connected to a corresponding belt or 
chain drive intermittently coupled by variantly pulsed 
electromagnetic clutch means to a common motor 
driven drive shaft so that the horses advance at relative 
ly slower and faster rates in accordance with the rapidi 
ty of pulses applied or “programmed” by correspond 
ing pulsing switches connected to the several clutch 
coils actuating the clutches, the most rapidly-pulsed 
horse arriving at the ?nish position to actuate a “ 
Finish” switch to win and terminate the race and 
operating cycle. 

In accordance with one of the principal features of 
the invention the amusement apparatus is charac 
terized by the provision of a novel race programming 
and control circuit including a power-driven probabili 
ty switch means having a progressively travelling con 
tactor caused to stop responsive to the operation of a 
patron’s selection switch means to set up an incomplete 
search circuit through a companion power-driven 
search switch means likewise having a progressively 
travelling contactor which will complete such search 
circuit in conjunction with the operated selection 
switch means and thereby connect the several pulsing 
switches to the clutch coils in accordance with 
predetermined different “Program" circuit arrange 
ments disposed in sets or groups at different angular 
positions in the stationary contact fields of the proba 
bility and search switch means, thus affording (in a 
chance or practically unpredictable manner controlled 
by the respective positions at which the travelling 
switch contactors are caused to stop in any race cycle) 
a variety of changes in program with, nevertheless, 
some participating control by the patron. 

Further features characterizing the invention relate 
to the provision of coin-controlled starting switch 
means operative to initiate a race cycle in cooperation 
with the novel programming and control switch means, 
together with the provision, where desired, of award 
means including award circuitry cooperative with the 
probability and selection means to control a prize or 
score register in cases where the selection matches the 
winning condition determined by the probability 
switch. 
One embodiment of the invention illustrative of the 

foregoing features and a preferred but not otherwise 
limiting mode of operation, is depicted in the annexed 
drawings in which: 
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2 
FIG. 1 is a side elevation of the chassis mounting the 

racing objects, driving motors, clutch means and the “ 
post” and “Finish" switches; 

FIG. 2 is an enlarged, partially exploded perspective 
detail of one of the horse drive clutch coil assemblies; 

FIG. 3 is a schematic circuit and block diagram illus 
trative of the functional relationship of certain circuit 
components and subcircuits utilizing the novel pro 
gramming and control means; 

FIG. 4 is a schematic circuit and block diagram illus 
trating an award circuit; 

FIG. 5 depicts a more detailed form of circuit means 
for effecting operation such as described in view of 
FIG. 3. 
As seen in FIG. 1, the racing objects are in simulation 

of horses (designated by one of the numerals 1 to 6) de 
picted on transparent plastic carriers 10 slideably sup 
ported on corresponding rods 11 with depending parts 
12 respectively attaching to a corresponding drive belt 
or chain 13 trained over sprockets 14 and 14A, one of 
the former being seen to enlarged scale in FIG. 2. The 
sprockets 14 each constitute a part of a slip-clutch 
means and float freely on a common motor~driven 
cross shaft 15 adapted to be driven in opposite 
directions by motor means preferably comprising two 
motors, instead of the circuitry required for reversing 
one. 

A Reset Motor 75 (FIG. 3 only) is employed to 
return the horses to the “Post" position; it is identical 
to, and situated in the view of FIG. 1, behind a Race 
Motor 84 adapted to drive the horses at variable rates 
through electrically-controlled clutch means (FIGS. 1 
and 2) pulsed at relatively different rates during each 
race cycle under control of the novel programming and 
control circuit means to be described. 
As seen in FIG. 2, each clutch includes a driving disc 

16 fast on the motor shaft 15 and urged by spring 
means 17 to press drivingly against the side of the cor 
responding sprocket 14 which is affixed to or part of 
the control disc 18 provided with stop teeth 18A en 
gageable by the endwise pawl portion 19A of the arma 
ture 19 of a corresponding clutch control electromag 
net or coil 20 energizable to withdraw the armature and 
free the corresponding disc 18 and its driving sprocket 
14 for rotation by appertaining disc 16 on the common 
shaft, whereby to advance the appertaining horse drive 
chain 13. 

In the form of the apparatus shown, there will 
preferably be six racing objects or horses, and therefore 
six of the drive chains 13 and a corresponding number 
of control clutches, all comprising part of the chassis 
subassembly shown in FIG. 1, which further includes a 
set of six “Finish" switches 100A . . . to 100F, each in 

alignment with the horse carriage structure of a cor 
responding one of the horses at the far end of the flight 
of the chains, there being a set of six “Post” switches 
71A . . . to 71F similarly aligned at the opposite or “ 

Post" end of these chains, these switches being respec 
tively connected for operation such that when all hor 
ses are returned and have therefore closed all of the “ 
Post” switches, the resetting operation is completed 
and the race will be started after a “line-up,” the ?rst 
horse to actuate one of the six “Finish” switches caus 
ing the race drive motor to be stopped and otherwise 
terminating the cycle. 
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The race programming and control apparatus illus 
trated in FIGS. 3, 4 and 5 may preferably be embodied 
in one or more additional subassemblies (not depicted 
as such) interconnecting with each other and with the 
subassembly of FIG. 1 by the usual plug-in cable 
means, the entire apparatus usually being in such cases 
housed in a suitable cabinet (not shown) and 
preferably adapted for coin-released operation. 

Referring to FIG. 3, the operation of the apparatus in 
the running of a race begins with the initiation of the 
“race cyclef’ by actuation of a starting switch means 30 
(which may be coin-released or operated) to energize a 
Start Relay 34 thereby actuating the Probability Index 
Means 51 so that the Probability Switch Contactor 115 
will be in readiness to start immediately with starting of 
the Control Motor 35. At the same time, this Start 
Relay also pulses the Control Index Means 36 causing 
closure of an Index Switch 110 'to start said Control 
Motor 35, thereby initiating the ?rst phase of rotation 
of the set of seven Control Cam Switches designated by 
Roman numerals I to VII, in which operation Cam I will 
move from indexing notch A to notch B. 

Shortly after the Control Motor 35 starts, switch con 
tacts controlled by Cam III will drop out the Start 
Relay, and other circuits controlled by Cam Switch IV 
will hold the motor circuit and also condition the Selec 
tion Switches for operation. 
Cam switch V connects enabling power at this time 

to the Selection Switches and Selection Relays and also 
to the travelling contactor or wiper 50 of the Probabili 
ty Switch and the Index means 51 for the latter 
whereby said contactor is kept scanning over the ?eld 
of stationary probability contacts until such time as the 
patron makes a selection and abruptly stops this 
scanning operation by pressing one of the Selection 
Switch buttons 41. 
The Control Index means 36 is energized for a 

second phase of control operation by Cam Switch IV, 
so that the Indexing Cam I progresses from the position 
corresponding to indexing notch B to notch C, and dur 
ing this interval the patron makes his selection of a 
horse expected to win by operating one of the Selection 
Switches 41 as aforesaid (these switches being of the 
known mutually excluding lockout type, either electri 
cal or mechanical, so that no more than one can be 
operated at a time) which in turn will result in opera 
tion of the corresponding Selection Relay 42, thereby 
setting up an “incomplete search circuit" to a particu 
lar one of the stationary determinant search contacts in 
the field of program search contacts of the Search 
Switch means. The moment such a selection is made, 
the Probability Switch reacts owing to the operation of 
a Selection-Made Relay 58, which actuates the Proba 
bility Index means for this purpose, and thereby causes 
the Probability Contactor 50 to stop on whatever pro 
gram contact it happens to be approaching at the mo 
ment, as illustrated, for example, on the Probability 
Contact 50A in the field of stationary programming 
contacts of the Probability Switch, this being a further 
step toward the completion of the Search Circuit. 

Let it be assumed now in the present example that 
the patron has chosen to operate the No. 1 Selection 
Switch 41A thus actuating the corresponding Selection 
Relay SR-l (42A) to establish the ?rst or “selection 
made" part of the “incomplete search circuit" extend 
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4 
ing from connection from power source 66 through the 
coil of the Search'Relay 60, contacts on the Selection 
Relay SR-l which has been actuated as aforesaid, and 
the connection at 460 to the corresponding contacts 
46A, and 45F appearing in both of the search groups I 
and II in this view. 

Since power from the terminal 56 is connected to the 
Probability Contactor S0 at this time and this contactor 
has been brought to rest upon Probability Contact 530A, 
it will be evident that Search Contactor 55A upon “ 
finding” or advancing into engagement-with the “hot” 
Search Contact 46A will thereby complete an energiz 
ing search circuit for coil 60 of the Search Relay and 
actuate the latter and instantly stop the Search Switch 
in this “search-completed" condition, this being ef 
fected by closure of contacts on the Search Relay and 
other contacts closed by the operation of the Selection 
Made Relay which will have been pulled-in responsive 
to the making of the selection, as detailed hereafter. 
Another consequence of the aforesaid operation of 

the Selection-Made Relay is the operation of the Reset 
Relay 72 to start the Reset Motor 75 and thereby effect 
return of the horses to the “Post” position -~ toward 
the right in FIG. 1, and the left in FIG. 3. When all ‘six 
of the “Post” switches 71A . . . 71F have been operated 
by return of the corresponding horse figures, the 
operating circuit for the Reset Relay is interrupted and 
the Reset Motor stopped. 
When the Reset Relay drops back as a result of 

return of the horses to the “Post” position as aforesaid, 
normal contacts thereon will enable a circuit controlled 
by Control Cam Switch VI to energize the Race Relay 
80 and thereby momentarily pulse the Race Motor 84 
for the purpose of jogging the six horses up a very short 
distance to an. imaginary “starting line,” this being ef 
fected by permitting each horse carrier to be advanced 
slightly by the Race Motor until a tooth on the apper 
taining clutch sprocket 18 abuts the pawl end 19A of 
the corresponding clutch control armature, the several 
clutch discs slipping momentarily as necessary until all 
of the horses line up against theirpawls in this manner, 
such a line-up being desirable because of operating 
tolerances in the chain drive and switch levers which 
permit the several horses some latitude of movement in 
engaging and actuating their respective “Post” 
Switches, which, but for such line-up, would usually 
leave the horses in an uneven alignment for the start of 
the race. 
The aforesaid “line-up” jogging requires only about 

one second and is followed without marked pause by 
another operation of the Race Relay, but this time in 
itiated by Cam Switch VII to start the Race Motor 
running for the duration of the race under joint control 
of the Race and “Finish" Relays; and in addition, the 
Race Pulse Index Means 86 is operated at this time to 
effect rotation of the set of pulsing switches P25, 23, 
21, 20, 18, P17, now connected through the pro 
gramming'operation to pulse the several horse clutch 
coils 20A . . . 20F in accordance with the particular 

race pattern determined by the operation of the Proba 
bility and Search Switch means earlier in the cycle, as 
will be more fully explained hereafter in view of FIG. 5. 
The ?rst horse to arrive at and actuate its cor 

responding “Finish" Switch 100A . . . IO0F will cause 

energization of the “Finish" Relay 102 which will 
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break the holding circuit for the Race Relay and stop 
the Race Motor, thus terminating the race and the 
“race cycle.” It may be observed that in the interval 
just prior to the actual “start” of the race by Cam 
Switch VII the Control Index Means is actuated for the 
brief third and last control phase, which corresponds to 
the movement of Cam [from the C position back to the 
starting or A Index position in readiness for the next cy 
cle. ’ 

The variations in racing movement of the horses 
from one cycle to the next are programmed by the 
Probability and Search Switch means in accordance 
with the following explanation, con?ned to two exam 
ples in order to avoid obscuring the cross-connections 
in the wiring diagram for the search contact ?eld in the 
limited space of FIGS. 3 and 5. 
The six horse clutch coils 20A . . . 20F are variously 

cross-connected into the several individual sets of 
search contacts comprising six radially-arranged search 
contacts in each set, and respectively constituting one 
of the search groups designated (I) and (II), it being 
understood that in practice there will be many more 
such groups, possibly 50, in a single ?eld of search con 
tacts. 

If it is now assumed that the patron has made a selec 
tion and that the Probability Contactor 50 has stopped 
on Probability Contact 50A, it will be observed that 
this contact is connected to be pulsed by the Pulse 
Switch means P—25 having the fastest or winning rate of 
25 pulses per revolution of the pulsing cam, it being ob 
served further that this winning pulse switch is also con 
nected to Search SwitchWiper or Contactor 55A. 

It is assumed further that the patron has chosen the 
No. 1 horse to win by actuating the corresponding 
Selection Switch 41A and therefore the corresponding 
Selection Relay 42A (also designated SR-l) which is 
connected to the Clutch Coil 20A for the No. 1 horse. 
Following the unpredictable stoppage of the Probabili 
ty Switch, as the result of making this selection, the 
Search Switch Wiper or Contactor 55A will be in cir 
cuit and enabled for the purpose of completing the 
search circuit, and when the search contactor reaches 
or “?nds” search contact 46A in Group II, now “hot,” 
the Search Switch will stop in completion of the search 
circuit to actuate the Search Relay 60 as previously ex 
plained, and accordingly it will be evident that the 
selected No. 1 horse does in fact win in this race, the 
25-pulse rate switch being connected to clutch coil 
20A from Search Contact 46A at junction 460. 

Thus, the order of advance of the horses for this par 
ticular race program would be: horse No. l/Win; 
No.2/6th; No.3/4th; No.4/Show; No.5/5th; No.6/Place. 
For a second example, let it be supposed that the 

patron this time selects the No. 4 horse to win; ac 
cordingly, the search circuit will be extended from 
junction 45a to search contacts 45A in Group I, and 
because the Probability Switch Wiper is again assumed 
to have been stopped on Probability Contact 50A, the 
Search Wiper 55A on reaching or ?nding the contact 
45A in Group II will cause the Search Relay to pull-in, 
thus stopping the Search Switch and thereby determin 
ing a different program as follows: horse No. l/6th; 
No.2/Show; No.3/Place; No.4/Win; No.5/5th; 
No.6/4th. 
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Each horse (clutch coil 20) appears once in each 

radial set or Group I or II of Program Search Contacts, 
but usually in positionally scrambled or shifted rela 
tionship with respect to its position in any other set or 
Search Group; Each of the six searching wiper contacts 
connects one of the six Pulse Switches to some clutch 
coil in each programming position. Thus, since the _ 
clutch-coil search contacts appear in different relative 
positions in each radial or angular set or search Group, 
the pulsing of the six coils will be changed in each “-. 
search-completed” position. It is to be understood that 
the contacts such as 50A . . . 50F depicted in the Proba 

bility Contact ?eld .in FIGS. 3, 4 and 5 will be much 
more numerous in the contact banks of the actual ap 
paratus, and the distribution and maximum number of 
appearances of the Win, Place and Show contacts will 
be limited in the frequency or “Probability” that they 
will be selected in any cycle, so that while each race 
will always have a winner and the rest of the positional 
values — Place, Show, etc., the selection feature will 
not be able to select the winner with more than a 
mathematically-determined probable frequency calcu 
lated to prevent predictability. 

While the Probability Contactor 50 in the simpli?ed 
illustration determines only the winner of each race, 
and the Selection Switches are not arranged to select 
other than a winner, i.e. “place” or “show” positions, it 
is to be understood that an expansion of the principles 
explained can achieve such additional selections in the 
actual apparatus wherein the number of Probability 
and Search Contacts and the programming connections 
therefor are considerably more numerous than the 
limited space of the present drawings permits to be 
shown. 
An award circuit, such for example as that depicted 

in FIG. 4, may be used optionally with the arrangement 
of FIGS. 3 or S and is adapted to be controlled by the 
Finish Relay 102, which is pulled in on closure of any 
one of the Finish Switches and will close its contacts 
107, thus energizing an Award Cycle Relay to apply a 
momentary starting pulse to the Award Motor 151- and 
its Index means 152. This motor will then run through 
one control cycle and be stopped under control of its 
cycling switch 163, the original starting circuit being 
broken at contacts 158 of the starting relay which holds 
in because in the preferred arrangement, as previously 
explained, the Finish Relay preferably holds in from 
one coin-released game cycle to the next and its con 
tacts 107 will therefore remain closed until the game is 
recycled. 
The rotary contacts 156 of the Award Switch in each 

award cycle initiated will scan Award Contacts 154A . . 

. 154F provided for Award purposes on the Selection 
Relays to find any that have been closed by actuation of 
a Selection Relay during the race cycle, and upon en 
‘gaging such contacts, e.g. 1548, will complete a power 
circuit for an Award Relay 159 through any “Win” 
contact 160 (connecting with or corresponding for in 
stance to contact 50A in FIG. 3) which at this time 
stands enabled or “hot” as the result of the operation of 
the Probability Switch Wiper Means stopping thereon 
during such race cycle, in consequence of which the 
Award Relay will thereupon be operated to actuate any 
desired Register or Award Means 162. 
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Detailed circuit means and connections are shown in 
FIG. 5 for the type of coin-controlled machine 
described more generally in view of FIG. 3. 

Operation of the starting or coin-controlled switch 
30 energizes the Coin Relay 34 which holds in at its 
contacts 32 from power on conductor 54 and contacts 
38 on Cam Switch No. 3, while Coin Relay contacts 33 
pulse the Probability Index Coil 51, via conductor 52 
from power at normal contacts 58C on the Selection 
Made Relay, to condition the Probability Contactor 
115 to start its travel the instant the Control Motor 
starts on closure of Coin Relay Contacts 31 and the 
consequent energization via conductor 37 of the Index 
Coil 36 for the No. 1 Control Cam which thereupon in 
dexes this unit for rotation in the A-To-B phase of its 
cycle and also closes Index Contacts 110 connecting 
power to Motor Conductor 39 feeding the Control Mo 
tor. ‘ 

Cam No. 3 now opens switch 38 to drop out the Coin 
Relay, and may also control such other resetting opera 
tions as are desired in various forms of the machine, 
such for example as ‘resetting any score or other award 
devices, as well as a momentary opening and reclosing 
ofa known form of master power switch (not shown) of 
the type commonly employed for fraud-preventive pur 
poses in such coin-controlled machines. 

Preferably power will be held on Probability Index 
Coil 51 by normal contacts 58C on the Selection-Made 
Relay shunting the Coin Relay Contacts 33 against any 
off-timing in closure of Cam Switch No. 5 Contacts 97 
while the Coin Relay is dropping out. 
Cam Switch No. 4 at contacts 112 applies a second 

releasing pulse to indexing conductor 37 and the Con 
trol Index coil 36 for continuation into the B-to-C 
phase of its cycle during which the Selection feature 
may be exercised, and this results in keeping Cam 
Index Switch 110 closed to maintain holding power on 
Motor Conductor 39 so that Control Motor 35 will 
continue to run through this B-to-C phase and ?nally 
back to the A or starting position to conclude its 
operating cycle. 
Cam Switch No. 5 in this B-to-C phase closes con 

tacts 9'7 applying power via conductor 98 and normal 
contacts 58A on the Selection-Made Relay, conductors 
52A and 52, to hold the Probability Index Means 51 
energized so that the Probability Contactor continues 
its travel over the ?eld of determinant Probability Con 
tacts 50A . . . 50F until the “selection” is made. 

Cam Switch No. 5 also closes contacts 68 to apply 
enabling power via conductor 67 to the Probability 
Contact 50, and will in addition connect the Search 
Relay Coil ?ll via Cam Switch Contacts 44 to enable all 
of the Selection contacts 43A . . . 43F of the Selection 

Relays in readiness for the selecting operation. 
Assuming Selection Switch 41A to be duly actuated, 

the corresponding Selection Relay 42A pulls in closing 
its contacts 43A to enable via conductor 44A some one 
(45) of the complementary determinant search con 
tacts 45A . . . 45F or 46A . . . 46F in search groups I and 

II, as previously explained in detail in view of FIG. 3, 
while contacts 43X, on this relay or any of the other 
Selection Relays respectively, will close to energize the 
Selection-Made Relay Coil 58 via conductor 65 thus 
opening the Probability-Stopping Normal Contacts 
58C to drop out the Probability Index Coil 5i and in 
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8 
itiates stopping the Probability Contactor 115 with its 
contact 50 in engagement with some determinant 
probability contact such as 50A, connecting via con 
ductor 92A, with some search contact such as 55A on 
the Search Contactor 55, so that when the advancing 
Search Contact 55A encounters the hot complementa 
ry determinant search contact 45 enabled by the 
aforesaid selecting operation, the Search Relay Coil 60 
will be pulsed with consequent closure of its contacts 
61 to energize, via conductor 64, the Index Coil 69 for 
the Search Contactor, thereby stopping the latter 
abruptly in said Group II set of search contacts contain 
ing (in the illustration of FIG. 5) the determinant con 
tact 45. 
When the Selection-Made Relay pulls in as aforesaid, 

resetting of the horses occurs as the result of closure of 
contacts 588 thereon applying power via conductor 70 
and the set of six normally closed Post Switches 71 to 
energize the coil 72 of the Reset Relay with resultant 
closure of contacts 74 thereof to start the Reset Motor 
75 and rapidly return the horses until all six of the Post 
Switches 71A . . . 71F are opened, whereby to drop out 

the Reset Relay and stop the Reset Motor. 
Prior to dropping the Reset Relay, as aforesaid, its 

normal contacts 73—76 stand open so that the Race 
Relay is inoperable; but when the Reset Relay is 
dropped on Post return, these contacts 73-76 reclose 
to restore power via conductor 77, normal contacts 83 
on the Race‘Relay, and contacts 81 on Cam Switch No. 
6, which is timed to close its contacts 81 at this juncture 
and effect the first, and only momentary, jogging 
operation of the Race Relay by pulsing coil 80 of the 
latter for line-up of the horse at starting as previously 
explained in detail in view of FIG. 2. 
The aforesaid operation of Cam Switch No. 6 also 

closes Contacts 78 to pulse the Control Cam Index 
Means 36 for a last time for completion of the terminal 
phase of the cam rotation from the C back to the A or 
starting position during which Cam Switch No. 7 closes 
its contacts 85 to‘ energize the Race Relay for the 
second and last time and thereby start the running of 
the race by energizing, through contacts 82, the Race 
Motor 84 while setting up its own holding circuit at 
contacts 106, now enabled due to the previously-men 
tioned dropping out of the Reset Relay. 
The set of six Pulsing Switches P-l7 . . . P-25 now 

stand connected to the set of six horse clutch coils 20A 
. . . 20F in accordance with the particular program ar 

rangement of connections which are thus completed 
through the selected set or group of program search 
contacts 45A . . . 45F, 46A . . .46F, etc., to be pulsed at 

relative rates in the detailed manner previously ex 
plained in view of FIG. 3, such pulsing resulting from 
freeing the appertaining pulsing cams as the result of 
energization of the Pulse Index Coil 86 via conductor 
87 and the now-closed contacts 88 on the Race Relay. 
The diodes 92 prevent disturbance from spurious feed 
back currents and transients. 
Control Motor 35 is maintained in operation not 

withstanding return of Control Cam No. l to the A 
position as aforesaid (following operation of Cam 
Switch No. 7) owing to closure of Index Switch 89 on 
the Pulse Index Means which now serves to hold power 
on motor conductor 39 for the remainder of the race 
cycle. 
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The described race cycle is terminated when the 
horse advanced at the 25-pulse rate reaches and closes 
the appertaining one of the Finish Switches 100A . . . 

100F, thereby energizing the coil 102 of the Finish 
Relay to interrupt the holding power for the Race 
Relay at contacts 106 of the latter, the Finish Relay 
remaining thus operated by holding power at its own 
contacts 103. 
The Race Motor 84 stops upon reopening of Race 

Relay Contacts 82 when this relay drops out, and the 
Control Motor stops owing to reopening of Race Relay 
Contacts 88 which drop out the Pulse Index Coil 86 
and thereby cause the motor holding switch 89 thereof 
to reopen. 

in the coin-controlled embodiments of the ap 
paratus, it is preferred to permit the Finish Relay to 
remain in operated condition, as last described, until 
such time as another race cycle is initiated, this relay 
being ultimately dropped out as an incident to momen 
tary interruption of the master power supply to the 
machine by a known type “anti-cheat” protective 
switch (not illustrated) responsive to pulling in of the 
Coin Relay. 

While the programming means is illustrated as utiliz 
ing the Probability and Search Switches in combination 
with a Selection Switch means operative to set up dif 
ferent operating programs in a random manner for con 
trolled devices, such as the racing objects or horses of 
an amusement apparatus for advance thereof by ac 
tuating means in the form of the Pulsing Switches, the 
utility of the novel programming means is evidently 
useful in other applications, and the detailed descrip 
tion of speci?c circuit means and connections is in 
tended to be illustrative rather than limiting upon the 
invention de?ned in the appended claims. 

I claim: 
1. Amusement apparatus comprising in combination 

with a plurality of movable objects constituting con~ 
trolled devices, and actuating means adapted to be 
electrically controlled to move said devices in pro 
grammed action, program selection and circuit con 
necting means including probability switch means and 
search switch means cooperative in related duty cycles 
with selection circuit means rendered operative during 
each said cycle to set up and complete search circuits 
respectively establishing operational circuit connec 
tions for any of a plurality of sets of program connec 
tions for programmed operation of said controlled 
devices by said actuating means; said selection circuit 
means including selection switches respectively opera 
tive to set up a search circuit with enablement of a 
determinant search connection which is appurtenant to 
some particular set of program connections; said 
probability switch means being operative in its duty 
cycle to enable some one amongst a plurality of proba 
bility connections; said search switch means being 
operative in the related duty cycle to scan all of said 
probability connections electrically and connect with 
an enabled probability connection in completion of 
said search circuit; master control circuit means includ 
ing starting switch means operative to initiate the re 
lated duty cycles of said probability and search switch 
means; ?rst circuit means responsive to actuation of 
any selection switch to terminate the duty cycle of the 
probability switch means with enablement of some 
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probability connection as aforesaid; second circuit 
means operative responsive to completion of the search 
circuit as aforesaid to effect termination of the duty 
cycle of the search switch means and effect through the 
latter operational connections as aforesaid for the par 
ticular set of program connections to which the said 
determinant search connection is appurtenant. 

2. The combination of claim 1 wherein said ap 
paratus is a racing game and said controlled devices 
comprise a plurality of racing objects advanced along a 
course from a starting position toward a ?nish position 
in race cycles each initiated under control of said 
master control circuit means responsive to an actuation 
of said starting switch means; and said actuating means 
comprises drive means rendered operative in each race 
cycle to advance the objects as aforesaid, together with 
rate-determining means drivingly interconnecting the 
respective racing objects with said drive means in such 
race cycle to effect relatively different rates of advance 
thereof toward said finish position in accordance with 
the particular program of operational connections 
established as aforesaid during such race cycle. 

3. Apparatus according to claim 2 further charac 
terized by the provision of ?nish circuit means includ 
ing finish switch means operable by any racing object 
arriving at said ?nish position; and third circuit means 
operative responsive to actuation of said ?nish switch 
means to terminate said race cycle and the advance of 
the racing objects as aforesaid. 

4. Apparatus according to claim 2 wherein said start 
ing switch means is coin released; said probability and 
search switch means is motor-driven; said master con 
trol circuit includes a control motor operative to drive 
the probability and search switch means in the respec 
tive duty cycles thereof, and operation of said starting 
switch means effects operation of said control motor 
and initiation of said duty cycles in prompt sequence to 
actuation of the starting switch means, such that the 
probability switch means, at least, is active in its duty 
cycle prior to the time the selection circuit means is 
rendered operative. 

5. Apparatus according to claim 2 wherein said start 
ing switch means is coin~released; said master control 
circuit means renders said selection circuit means in 
operative for a predetermined interval following actua 
tion of the staring switch means; said probability and 
search switch mean are motor-driven; said master con 
trol circuit includes a control motor operative to drive 
the probability and search switch means for the respec— 
tive duty cycles thereof, operation of said starting 
switch means being effective to start operation of the 
control motor with initiation of said duty cycles in 
prompt sequence to actuation of the starting switch 
means such that the duty cycle of the probability switch 
means, at least, is in progress prior to the time the 
selection circuit means is rendered operative and for 
substantially the major part of said predetermined in 
terval. 

6. Apparatus according to claim 3 wherein there is 
further provided award circuit means including award 
switch means connected for operation as an incident to 
conclusion of each race cycle under control of said 
?nish circuit and cooperative with said selection circuit 
means to establish a partially complete award connec 
tion with any determinant search connection enabled 
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as the result of operation of a selection switch, at least 
some of said probability connections being designed “ 
win" connections which are interconnected with said 
award circuit to complete and render the same opera 
tive whenever the enabled probability connection with 
which any search circuit is completed is also one of said 
“win" connections, and the enabled determinant 
search connection is one enabled by operation of the 
selection circuit means as aforesaid. 

7. Apparatus according to claim 1 further charac 
terized in that said probability and search switch mans 
are motor-driven rotary switches, said probability con 
nections comprise stationary probability contacts 
transiently engaged by an appertaining rotary proba 
bility contactor in the duty cycle thereof and operative 
on termination of such duty cycle to come to rest on 
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12 
some probability contact for enablement thereof as 
aforesaid; and said program connections comprise a 
plurality of sets of stationary program contacts 
transiently engaged in a scanning operation by an ap 
pertaining search contactor in the duty cycle thereof 
and operative on termination of such duty cycle to 
come to rest on one of said contact sets and establish 

operational connections as aforesaid; said master cir 
cuit means including a motor and means drivingly in 
terconnecting the same with said contactors; together 
with circuit means controlled by said starting switch 
means and said ?rst and second circuit means for in 
itiating and terminating the duty cycles in the manner 
and for the purposes set forth. 

Ill * * * 1k 
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